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Carnet/ Busnet/ Trucknet 

 

Autonet / Filet pour voiture / carnet                    Busnet / filet pour bus / Busnet 

 Trucknet / Filet pour truck / Trucknet 

Three Pocket Net 

1. Use in rear of SUV, minivan, or trunk. 

2. Fits interior widths from 44" to 56". 

 

Highland 3 Pocket Storage Net 
3 Pocket Cargo Net for Cars and SUVs. 
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Hammock style Net 

1. Use in rear of SUV, minivan, or trunk. 

2. Fits interior widths from 45" to 60". 

 

Highland Hammock Style Storage Net for SUVs and Minivans 

Hammock Style Cargo Net for Cars and SUVs. 

Highland Trunk or Bulkhead Cargo Storage Net 

1. Use on pickup bulkhead or in car trunk. 

2. Net is 48" long x 12" wide. 

 

Trunk Cargo Net for Cars and SUVs. 
 

Side or Floor Net 

1. Use in pickup bed or in car trunk. 

2. Net is 30" long x 11" wide. 

3. Highland Side Pocket Storage Net for cars and trucks 
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Side Pocket or Trunk Floor Net for Cars and SUVs. 

Backseat Cargo Net 

1. Hangs behind the backseat. 

2. Net stretches from 33 to 49 inches. 

 

Truck Bed Grocery Net 

1. Large net is great for truck beds. 

2. Corner fasteners clip to vehicle hooks. 

3. 19" x 66", can be cinched down 
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Car Trunk Cargo Net 

1. Includes mounting hardware. 

2. Cargo Net is 45" x 24", unstretched. 

 

This cargo net is ideal for the rear cargo area of your car or SUV. It measures 45 inches x 24 
inches. Its stretch cord perimeter loops can stretch up to 60 inches apart. Great for securing 
groceries, sports equipment and car supplies. Net includes mounting hardware.  

Cargo Bar with Net 

1. Use in truck bed, van, minivan, SUV. 

2. Cargo bar adjusts from 40" to 74". 
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Use this handy divider to stop cargo from shifting in your truck, van, or SUV. The cargo bar 
adjusts to your vehicle's width with a twist and the rubber end pads hold it in place without 
scratching. A hammock style net hangs from the bar and is great for securing and organizing 
your cargo. Easy no-drill installation. The bar has a durable dark hammertone finish. The 
non-stretch mesh net measures 48 inches by 22 inches. The mesh net has webbing sewn onto 
the ends to form tubes. Stretch cord is woven through the side of the net and through the 
tubing, it has loops at each corner.The net hangs from plastic hooks at each end of the cargo 
bar and includes two bungee ties for the middle. The bars adjusts from 40" to 74" wide. From 
Highland 

Flat Strap Bungee Net 

1. Use on roof racks or cargo carriers. 

2. Flat bungees won't dig into cargo. 

3. Web design with 8 plastic hooks 

 

This net for roof racks and cargo carriers uses new wide flat bungee straps to hold cargo more 
securely without damage. The net's 8 extra strong, injection-molded hooks will not rust or 
scratch gear, and they have wide openings to fit around more racks and load bars. Added 
loops allow the net to fit on any rack or carrier - if the hooks don't fit the bars, just loop them 
around the bars and fasten to the sewn-on loops. Steel center reinforcement ring focuses the 
net's strength at the middle of the load for maximum security and durability. Dimensions: 36" x 
48". Limited 5-year Warranty. 
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Safari Roof Rack Net 

1. Bungee net with black plastic hooks. 

2. 40" x 36", unstretched size. 

3. Made by SportRack. 

 

Bungee Truck Bed Net 

1. Use in truck bed, on trailer, or on RV. 

2. Comes with movable plastic hooks. 

3. 60" x 78", unstretched. 

4. Good quality general purpose truck bed stretch net. 

 

This tough, durable bungee cord truck bed net from Highland stretches to adjust to various loads. Use 

with your pickup truck, trailer, boat, or RV to secure cargo. The truck bed net is constructed of 6mm shock 

cord with Polypropylene fabric cover. The 20 included plastic hooks come attached along the perimeter, 

but can be re-attached anywhere on the net for versatility, plus they won't rust or scratch your vehicle. 

Both the stretch net and plastic hooks are UV resistant. The Highland truck bed stretch net measures 60" 

x 78" unstretched. It works with Compact, Full size Shorted, and Longed trucks. Color: black 

Keeper ZipNet, Yellow 

1. Spider web style  truck bed net. 

2. Bungee cord stretches to fit. 

3. 8 adjustabale plastic hooks. 
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The Keeper ZipNet is a spider web style truck net. It's made of premium bungee cord, 
stretching to fit any size pickup. The ZipNet uses Keeper's patented ZipHooks, which let you 
adjust the bungee cord length through the hook, tailoring the net size to your truck and cargo 
load. The ZipNet attaches to your truck bed rails with 8 of these adjustable plastic hooks. 
Unstretched, the ZipNet measures approximately 36" x 48". It's maximum stretched size is 
111" x 129", according to Keeper. Black and Yellow bungee cord design 

 Bednet Truck Net  

1. 2" wide high strength polyester webbing. 

2. Webbing is UV protected. 

3. Adjustable corner straps w/ large hooks. 

4.   Includes a heavy duty fabric carrying case. 

 

This Toolifts is a heavy-duty truck bed cargo restraint system for a full size truck with a 6.5 foot 
bed. Made of 2" wide UV protected high-strength polyester webbing and double-sewn with 
industrial polyester thread. The Bednet has four adjustable corner straps. Each of the 48" 
corner straps has a "quick-tite" Nylon buckle that pulls the corner straps tight. On the end of 
the straps are high carbon steel hooks, polyethylene-coated to protect your truck's finish. 
Hooks to the truck's stake pockets, anchor points, inside the bed, or any other convenient 
place. Hook and loop ties are included to keep loose ends neat. Included with each Bednet 
truck bed net is a black and yellow heavy duty fabric carrying case. Fullsize Shortbed 
net Dimensions: 55" x 56", fits a minimum area of 63" x 64". Color: Black.  


